Structural and functional aspects of biological freezing techniques.
The cooling procedures used to prepare samples for ultrastructural examination at low temperatures often differ markedly from those used to recover optimal function of cells on thawing. The implications of these differences are reviewed. Damage and alteration to the structure and function of the cells may be caused by the high concentrations of cryoprotective agents such as glycerol or dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) often added to reduce ice crystal artefacts. Under the rapid cooling conditions commonly employed for structural studies, these additives are not cryoprotective; low rates of cooling are necessary for them to be effective. Rapidly cooled cells that contain intracellular ice are only injured during rewarming so their structure may be as yet unaltered by any damaging effects at low temperatures. Most cells able to recover on thawing are grossly shrunken at low temperatures but since they are potentially functional they are of interest structurally. These cryobiological principles are illustrated with freeze-fracture, freeze substitution and functional assays. The cell types chosen were Chlorella sp. and mammalian tissue culture cells.